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Answering a multitude of queries—such as What should a parent do with a child who would like to
snack continuously?this guide explores the partnership between parents, children, and food in a
warm, friendly, and supportive way.— Or What can parents perform with a child who promises he
doesn't like what's been prepared, only to turn around and consume it at his friend's home? How
should parents deal with a teen who offers declared herself a vegetarian and won't eat any type
of meat?
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Ok, can summarize here Summary: adults work is to supply healthy food opportunities, Childs job
is to choose just how much and which of these what to eat. Birth to Teenage years. Life
changing This isn't just a book about how and what things to feed kids - it's a book about
parenting. I am hoping this isn't the BEST reserve out there on getting the child to consume! The
author's easy-going attitude and conviction that everything will come out okay was encouraging.
I attempted for almost five weeks to "obtain" her to consume other things, after that bought every
toddler feeding reserve I could find. My son has already been a good eater so I was hoping to
broaden upon that with some extra guidelines but didn't actually find those here. I did move this
to my sister who includes a 4 year previous who is a terrible eater and she returned it if you ask
me a week roughly later with a shrug. Five Stars Purchased as a gift. Essential read for new
parents I have given this to my children and all of my nieces and nephews when their first child
was on the way.do We give him as much fruit as he wants or limit it at a certain point). This
author developed the division of responsibility that's used by most kid practitioners today. When
I tried to get it at an area bookstore, the dog owner said, "you understand that is an old book
not?" Yes, but so is the Bible and people still read that. Great book Easy read, particularly if you
only read the chapters applicable to the age of child which you have. Three Stars Wasn't what I
expected I wanted some good answers, not only let him go until he's .. Good tips Ellyn Satter's
matter-of-fact writing is easy to understand, and her suggestions have helped us immensely with
this very picky three yr old eater. It could have had something to with her daycare company or
something else she perceived as traumatic, but her favored diet became yoghurt, Cheerios, and
bananas. Read MENTIONING Bebe 1st, then try this I thought this book would have some
wonderful insight predicated on a blog We read that recommended it nonetheless it didn't seem
purposeful if you ask me...We've incorporated the philosophy and suggestions with our daughter
and while she has only added one fruit to her diet plan regularly, she is today at least willing to try
a new food. The only thing I wish is definitely that there were more examples of how to proceed
in specific situations that I needed to know about (ie. Lots of advice! Great ideas, advice,
precious insight... I definitely recommend this as a source to parents. Don't tension the rest so
long as growth and advancement are on track. My girls have become good eaters up to now, but
understanding is power! Also ties in well with my parenting ideals never to have children
dictating to parents.. Spock!Unlike the other books I acquired, I could browse the whole book
inside of weekly, and was also in a position to read the specific chapters without needing to
constantly reference others. This is practical, easy to read. They had cases of other children's
stories and mealtimes have already been much more pleasant for us and even though we're
making slow progress in growing our toddlers' picky consuming, it really is getting better.The one
con I found was that Ms Satter referenced her additional book "Child of Mine" quite often in the
early chapters, and I felt that including a simple overview of it in its own chapter could have been
very useful. I am having trouble with my now 2 year previous not eating and I think the ideas are
a small to "let the kid decide" oriented.. Good reading I can't state exactly when my girl became a
picky eater. At some time, food will become a concern. Overall a good book and will definitely
refer to it as children get older. She started off great consuming different veggie and fruit purees,
and around 11 months, feeding went downhill quickly. Eating is a struggle for him since he was a
newborn. Some of Satter's good examples seem as though she has sat in our home and watched
our struggles. We've been trying her suggestions for about a month right now, and we are
noticing significant improvement. Try it if you wish but also for what I spent I would have hoped
to gain more. waste of time psycho social rambling Five Stars Excellent Five Stars
Recommended by my child's dietician, and this works. I have seen that the parents who adopt



the no pressure strategy have life easier and their children eat a variety of healthy foods.. This
was the one with the very best layout, and greatest philosophy. Well, it isn't Dr.. I supply the child
his plate of food and he eats only the fruit part of that plate and asks for more fruit. I would love
to provide this to every fresh parent. It helped me prevent stressing and not worry so much about
a complicated job.!! Very informational. I wanted some great answers, not just let him move until
he's hungry more than enough to eat.
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